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% of Planners booking or sourcing new events highest since 2020

Current conditions have increased budget expectations in many areas

In-person events expected to increase for H2 2022 and beyond

Future in-person events will aim to enhance participant experience

71%
of planners are booking or 
sourcing new in-person or 
hybrid events

Transportation and F&B 
accounting for the largest 
budget increases

80% 
of H2 2022 events 
expected to have an 
in-person audience

Better engagement and 
more networking & 
personalisation will be 
most prominent
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What is your current primary focus as it pertains to in-person or hybrid events?

How have your budget expectations changed recently for the following areas?

For the upcoming calendar quarters, what delivery format do you expect your events to take?

How will future in-person events compare to pre-pandemic in-person events? (Select all that apply)
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Better attendee
engagement

More networking More attendee
personalisation

Smaller in-person
audiences

More advanced
content delivery

Larger remote
audiences
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I am re-scheduling or re-
booking events

I am not currently focused
on in-person or hybrid
events

I am researching potential
new events, but not ready
for RFP

I am actively sourcing new
events with RFPs

I am booking new events
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Hotel room rates Food and beverage Audio visual /
Event technology

(in-room)

Production
services

Digital event
platform/tools

Transportation (air
& ground)


